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"Enkei" Visual Enhancement Visor, Type 41

The Type 41 Enkei Visual Enhancement Visor, more commonly referred to as ‘The Enkei’ or ‘The Eevee’,
is a milspec collection of visual enhancement sensors bundled into a package the size of some binoculars
that was designed and developed by Galactic Horizon in YE 41 before they sold the manufacturing rights
off to Ketsurui Zaibatsu to produce for the Star Army of Yamatai.

Designer: Galactic Horizon
Nomenclature: GH-G15-3D
Manufacturer: Ketsurui Zaibatsu

Fielded by: Star Army of Yamatai

History

Having already done extensive work on their own power armour visual systems to the point of selling
them off in modules on the open market Galactic Horizon thought it best to maybe branch out a bit more
into the market of military contracting after their little bout of initial success with their brand of Explosive
Reactive Plating - so the company reached out to the SAOY, who they had done some work for in the
past, and started inquiring about possibly developing a three-part batch of a stealth suit, a helmet and an
optical enhancement system1).

Function and Design

All the sensitive internals are powered by an internal coin-sized fusion battery and held in place via
polymer bracings designed to withstand shocks that might come from the item being dropped or
otherwise roughly handled – this is then wrapped in a Xiulurium shell to virtually eliminate any signatures
they may leave for sensors to pick up and finally the whole thing is wrapped in one final layer of
Durandium Alloy with some rubber furniture for comfort and an improved grip. The Enkei Visual
Enhancement Visor is capable of the following visual augmentations:

Light
Thermal
IR
low-light
x150 zoom
Standard optical input
laser range finder

As well as a laser mic that works up to 1km from the device itself.
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Appearance

 All in all the Enkei is a metal box with some rubber sections
for the sake of comfort and a better grip, with lenses facing
outwards from the front of the device and a rubber eye-cup
on the rear as well as some buttons on the side for
swapping through setting when the system is not hooked up
to a helmet via the small yet sturdy mounting points on
each side.

Availability

The Enkei Visual Enhancement Visor is available only to members of the SAOY via requisition, there is
very little a soldier would need to do to get their hands on such a simple piece of equipment but due to
the restricted nature of it and lack of presence on any other markets no price is listed.
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1)

Which would later become the Shinobi, Kabuto and Enkei respectively
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